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We onsider di tionaries over the universe U = f0; 1gw on
a unit- ost RAM with word size w and a standard instru tion set. We
present a linear spa e deterministi di tionary with membership queries
in time (log log n)O(1) and updates in time (log n)O(1) , where n is the size
of the set stored. This is the rst su h data stru ture to simultaneously
a hieve query time (log n)o(1) and update time O(2(log n) ) for a onstant
< 1.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Among the most fundamental data stru tures is the di tionary. A di tionary
stores a subset S of a universe U , o ering membership queries of the form \x 2
S ?". The result of a membership query is either 'no' or a pie e of satellite data
asso iated with x. Updates of the set are supported via insertion and deletion
of single elements.
Several performan e measures are of interest for di tionaries: The amount of
spa e used, the time needed to answer queries, and the time needed to perform
updates. The most eÆ ient di tionaries known depend on a sour e of random
bits (are randomized, as opposed to deterministi ). However, being randomized
means that either: 1. There is a han e that the expe ted time bounds do not
hold, or 2. There is a han e of the data stru ture returning a wrong answer.
In some situations, this may not be a eptable. Even if their use is a eptable,
random bits may be expensive or unavailable. Finally, an understanding of the
power of randomization is important from a theoreti al point of view. All this
has led to an interest in derandomization of known randomized algorithms and
data stru tures. Several re ent papers onsider deterministi di tionaries [4, 10,
11, 12, 13℄. However, previous spa e-eÆ ient di tionaries with very fast lookups
(time (log n)o(1) ) have had update time mu h larger than that of, say, binary
sear h trees. Therefore these di tionaries are of interest mainly when insertions
are quite rare ompared to lookups. Our interest here lies in obtaining spa eeÆ ient deterministi di tionaries whi h ombine fast updates (time (log n)O(1) )
with very fast lookups.
?
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The model of omputation used is a unit- ost word RAM, in whi h ea h memory register ontains a w-bit integer (a word). This model of omputation, resembling modern omputers, has been the obje t of mu h re ent resear h. Hagerup's
survey [9℄ ontains a des ription of the model. We adopt the multipli ation model
whose instru tion set in ludes addition, bitwise boolean operations, shifts and
multipli ation. Note that all operations an also be arried out in onstant time
on arguments spanning a onstant number of words. The universe onsidered is
the set of ma hine words, U = f0; 1gw . For simpli ity, we assume that ea h pie e
of satellite data o upies a single ma hine word (this ould be a pointer to more
bulky data). Throughout this paper, S will refer to a set of n elements from U .
For notational onvenien e we omit the \time tag" on S , n and other symbols
denoting dynami ally hanging values. All bounds will be independent of w, unless expli itly stated. Note that the optimal spa e onsumption of a di tionary
is (n) words.
1.1

Related Work

The seminal result of Fredman, Komlos and Szemeredi [7℄ is that a stati di tionary (i.e. without update operations) an have onstant query time and linear
spa e onsumption. Allowing randomization, the FKS stati di tionary an be
made dynami , supporting insertions and deletions in amortized expe ted onstant time [4℄. Improving this, Dietzfelbinger and Meyer auf der Heide [5℄ have
onstru ted a di tionary in whi h all operations are done in onstant time with
high probability (i.e. probability at least 1 n , where is any onstant of our
hoi e). A simpler di tionary with the same properties was later developed [3℄.
As for randomized di tionaries, this leaves very little to be improved.
Without a sour e of random bits, the task of simultaneously a hieving fast
updates and onstant query time seems onsiderably harder. The best deterministi di tionary with onstant query time supports updates in time O(n ), for
onstant  > 0 [11℄. In fa t, a range of trade-o s between update
p time and query
time is known. For query time O(q (n)), where q (n) = O( log n), update time
O(n1=q(n) ) an be a hieved [12℄. The best known result in the situation where
update and query time are onsidered equally important, is O( log n= log log n)
time per di tionary operation. It is a dynamization of the stati data stru ture of
Beame and Fi h [2℄ using the exponential sear h trees of Andersson and Thorup
[1℄.
The Beame-Fi h-Andersson-Thorup (BFAT) data stru ture in fa t supports
prede essor queries of the form \What is the largest element of S not greater
than x?". Its time bound improves signi antly if the word length is not too
large ompared to log n. For example, if w = (log n)O(1) , the time per operation
is O((log log n)2 = log log log n). This will be a key omponent in our onstru tion.
An unpublished manus ript by Sundar [13℄ states an amortized lower bound
of time ( logloglogloglogw wn n ) per operation for a deterministi di tionary in Yao's ell
probe model [15℄, whi h in parti ular implies the same lower bound on the word
RAM. Note that for w = (log n)O(1) , the BFAT data stru ture has time per
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operation polynomially related to the lower bound. The hallenge therefore seems
to be nding ways of dealing with large word length.
1.2

This Work

In this paper we obtain a di tionary with query time O((log log n)2 = log log log n)
and amortized update time O((log n)2 ) (we sket h how to make the latter bound
worst- ase). We deal with the problem of large word lengths by devising a dynami universe redu tion s heme, whi h redu es the problem to one within a
smaller universe, whi h is then handled by the BFAT data stru ture. An interesting aspe t of the redu tion is that queries for the same element at two
onse utive points in time usually translate to di erent BFAT queries. In parti ular, it is ru ial that the BFAT data stru ture answers prede essor queries,
and not just membership queries.
Our data stru ture is the rst deterministi di tionary to simultaneously
a hieve query time (log n)o(1) and update time O(2(log n) ) for a onstant < 1.
The data stru ture is weakly non-uniform in that it needs a ess to a xed
number of word-size onstants depending (only) on w. These onstants may be
thought of as omputed at \ ompile time".
In the following we assume that w  (log n)5 . Smaller word sizes an be handled using the BFAT data stru ture dire tly, and standard rebuilding te hniques
an be used to hange from one data stru ture to the other. Similarly, we assume that n is larger than some xed, suÆ iently large onstant, sin e onstant
size di tionaries are trivial to handle. We will look at ma hine words as binary
numbers, with the most signi ant bits on the left and the least signi ant bits
on the right. Bit positions are numbered from right to left, starting with zero.

2 Universe Redu tion
Miltersen [11℄ has shown the utility of error- orre ting odes to deterministi
universe redu tion. A universe redu tion fun tion  : U ! U 0 translates the

di tionary problem from universe U to the redu ed universe U 0 (a sear h for x
be omes a sear h for (x)). The advantage of this is that U 0 may be smaller and
easier to handle. Previous universe redu tion fun tions for the stati di tionary
problem [7, 11, 12℄ have been 1-1 on S . In the dynami ase this appears hard to
ombine with eÆ ient updates, and in our onstru tion the redu tion fun tion is
O(log n)-1. That is, O(log n) elements of S may translate into the same element
(x). A sear h among the elements \atta hed to (x)" is then needed to establish
whether x 2 S .
2.1

Error- orre ting Codes and Distinguishing Bits

Miltersen's approa h plays a key role in our onstru tion, so we review it here.
The basi idea is to employ an error- orre ting ode e : f0; 1gw ! f0; 1g4w and
look at the di tionary problem for the transformed set fe(x) j x 2 S g. For this it
is possible to nd a very simple fun tion whi h is 1-1 on S , namely a proje tion
onto O(log n) bit positions.
The ode must have relative minimum distan e bounded from 0 by a xed
positive onstant, that is, there must exist a onstant > 0 su h that any two
distin t odewords e(x) and e(y ) have Hamming distan e at least  4w (the
supremum of su h onstants is alled the relative minimum distan e of the ode).
We an look at the transformed set without loss of generality, sin e Miltersen
has shown that su h an error- orre ting ode an be omputed in onstant time
using multipli ation: e(x) = w  x, for suitable w 2 f0; 1g3w . The hoi e of w
is a sour e of weak non-uniformity. The relative minimum distan e for this ode
is greater than 1=11. In the following, will denote a onstant stri tly smaller
than the relative minimum distan e of the error- orre ting ode (e.g. = 1=11).
Lemma 1.

(Miltersen) For any R  U  U there exists a dis riminating bit
1g su h that jf(x; y ) 2 R j x 6= y; e(x)i = e(y )i gj 

position i 2 f0; : : : ; 4w
(1
) jRj.

T be a set of m elements. There exists a set of
2 log m su h that for
all pairs of distin t elements x; y 2 S , there is i 2 D where e(x)i =
6 e(y)i . The set
D an be onstru ted deterministi ally in time O(m log m), given a deterministi
O(m) time algorithm for nding a dis riminating bit from the equivalen e lasses
of an equivalen e relation over T .
Proof sket h. Elements of D may be found one by one, as dis riminating bits
of the equivalen e relation where x; y 2 T are equal i e(x) and e(y ) do not
Corollary 2.

(Miltersen) Let

distinguishing bit positions D  f0; : : :; 4w 1g with jDj <

di er on the bit positions already hosen. The number of pairs not distinguished
de reases exponentially with the number of bit positions hosen.
ut
Miltersen's universe redu tion fun tion is simply x 7! e(x) and d, where
and denotes bitwise onjun tion and d is the in iden e ve tor of D. The redu ed
universe U 0 onsists of the 4w-bit ve tors whi h are zero outside the positions
given by D.

Two problems remain: 1. We must show how to nd dis riminating bit positions in time O(m). 2. We want the redu tion fun tion to map to O(log m) onse utive bits, that is, to f0; 1gO(log m) . The rst problem was solved by Hagerup
[10℄. We need the following slight extension of his result to also solve the se ond
problem:

(Hagerup) Given a set T of m elements, divided into equivalen e
lasses, a dis riminating bit position i an be found in time O(m) by a deterministi , weakly non-uniform algorithm. Further, for any set I  f0; : : : ; 4w 1g
of size O((log n)4 ) (given as a bit ve tor), we an assure that i 62 I .

Lemma 3.

jffx; yg  T j x =
6 y; x 
y; e(x)i = e(y)i gj for all i 2 f0; : : :; 4w 1g in time O(m). The algorithm employs
word-level parallelism, and the result ve tor spans O(log m) words, sin e ea h
number o upies O(log m) bits. Word-parallel binary sear h an be used to nd
the smallest entry. To avoid entries in I , simply overwrite the entries of I with
Proof sket h. It an be shown how to ompute

the largest possible integer before nding the minimum. This orresponds to
hanging the error- orre ting ode to be onstant (i.e. non-dis riminating) on
the bit positions of I . Sin e jI j = O((log n)4 ) and the length of odewords is
4w  4 (log n)5 , the relative minimum distan e of this modi ed ode is still
> (for n large enough). Hen e, this pro edure will nd a dis riminating bit
position.
ut
2.2

Multiple Set Universe Redu tion

To a ommodate eÆ ient updates, we will not maintain a set of distinguishing bit
positions for S itself. Instead, we maintain k = dlog(n + 1)e sets of distinguishing
bit positions D0 ; : : : ; Dk 1 for subsets S0 ; : : : ; Sk 1 whose (disjoint) union is S
and where jSi j 2 f0; 2i g. By the results of Se t. 2.1 we an a hieve jDi j = O(i),
and re omputation of Di when Si hanges takes time O(2i i). Additionally, we
an make the omplete set of distinguishing bit positions well separated, that
is, no pair of positions di er by less than 2 (log n)2 , where is a suitably large
onstant.
Sin e the distinguishing bit positions are well separated, we are able to \ olle t" and order the distinguishing bits within O((log n)2 ) onse utive bit positions, su h that the distinguishing bits of S0 are least signi ant, and the
distinguishing bits of Sk 1 are most signi ant. For ea h empty set Si we will
have a number of zero-bits. The following lemma makes this pre ise.

d ; : : : ; dp of well separated bit positions, where p 
fd : f0; 1g4w 7! f0; 1gp su h that for any x, fd(x)i =

Lemma 4. Given a list 1
(log )2 , there is a fun tion

n

xdi . The fun tion an be evaluated in onstant time, and updated under hanges
of bit positions in onstant time.

Proof. We will show how to \move" bit di of x 2 f0; 1g4w to bit u + i of a u + p-bit

P

string, where u  maxi di (the desired value an then be obtained by shifting the
word by u bits). We simply multiply x by md = i 2u+i di (a method adopted

from [8, p. 428-429℄). One an think of the multipli ation as p shifted versions
of x being added. Note that if there are no arries in this addition, we do indeed
get the right bits moved to u + 1; : : : ; u + p + 1. However, sin e the bit positions
are well separated, all arries o ur either left of the u + pth position (whi h
is harmless) or right of position u p (whi h an never in uen e the values at
positions greater than u, sin e there are more than enough zeros in between to
swallow all arries). Note that md an be updated in onstant time when a bit
position hanges.
ut
We are now ready to des ribe how to update the dynami universe redu tion
fun tion under updates. New elements are inserted in the lowest numbered empty
set Si together with the elements of S0 ; : : : ; Si 1 (these sets are then \emptied").
Note that the work per element when onstru ting a new set of distinguishing
positions is O(log n). Sin e elements are always transferred to higher numbered
sets, the total amortized work for an insertion is O(k log n) = O((log n)2 ). As we
will see in the next se tion, this ost will be dominant in the ost of an insertion
in the nal di tionary.
The universe redu tion fun tion will not be updated during deletions. Rather,
deletions are implemented by simply marking deleted elements in the di tionary.
When more than half of the elements in the di tionary are marked, a new di tionary ontaining the unmarked elements is onstru ted. The ost of this is
amortized over the deletions, whi h hen e also have ost O((log n)2 ).

3 Using the Prede essor Data Stru ture
Re all that our universe redu tion fun tion, whi h we will all , omputes the
on atenation of fun tions fk ; : : : ; f0 whi h are 1-1 on Sk ; : : : ; S0 , respe tively.
The value (x) after x is inserted in Si is used as key for x in the BFAT prede essor data stru ture. Fun tions f0 ; : : : ; fi 1 return zero ve tors at this time.
However, these fun tions will hange in the period until the next update of Si ,
and spe i ally f0 (x); : : : ; fi 1 (x) may hange. When a sear h for (x) is ondu ted, the result will be either the BFAT key for x, or that of a key y later
inserted, whose BFAT key agrees with that of x ex ept possibly for some of the
values of f0 ; : : : ; fi 1 . In this ase we want x to be present in y 's asso iated (sorted) list of elements. That is, for ea h new key (y ) in the BFAT data stru ture,
we want a list of elements whi h in ludes x 2 Si i x and y agree on fk ; : : : ; fi .
A prede essor query on (y ) 1 will return the BFAT key whi h has the
longest ommon pre x with y (if any). By invariant, the asso iated list of this
key ontains all the elements needed, apart from y itself, so it is easy to reate
the list asso iated with y . The rux is that, sin e fk ; : : : ; f0 are 1-1, an asso iated
list an ontain at most one element from ea h set.
Example. We go through Fig. 2. This example has 3, 4 and 5 distinguishing
bit positions for S0 , S1 and S2 , respe tively. The keys inserted in the BFAT
data stru ture are annotated with their list of elements. At t = 4 the di tionary

ontains four elements, denoted a; b; ; d, all residing in S2 . At t = 5 element e is
inserted and put into S0 . The key for e oin ides with the key for on the rst
ve bits, so the asso iated list ontains and e. A sear h for the key of at this
time would in fa t nd 00111 0000 000, so is not stri tly ne essary in the new
list. However, at t = 6 element f enters, and S1 is lled by e and f . After this,
a sear h for the key of will nd 00111 0010 000, and an be found in the new
list. At t = 7 element g is inserted, and its key oin ides with both the rst ve
bits of 's key and the rst nine bits of e's key, so the asso iated list be omes
eg.

t=4
S2

00010 0000 000 a
00110 0000 000 b
00111 0000 000 c
11011 0000 000 d

t=5

t=6

t=7

00010 0000 100
00110 0000 110
00111 0000 001
11011 0000 110

00010 0001 000
00110 1000 000
00111 1100 000
11011 0010 000

00010 0001 010
00110 1000 000
00111 0101 011
11011 0010 001

00111 0010 000 c e
11111 1101 000 f

00111 0010 101
11111 1101 100

S1
S0

Fig. 2.
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00111 0000 011 c e

Universe redu tion fun tion values for elements in

10111 0010 011 ceg

S

during three insertions.

Time and Spa e

A sear h for x requires omputation of (x) in onstant time, a prede essor
lookup in time O((log log n)2 = log log log n) and nally sear h of an asso iated
list in time O(log log n). That is, the total time is O((log log n)2 = log log log n).
As for insertions, we already argued that the amortized ost of maintaining
the universe redu tion fun tion is O((log n)2 ), so we only need to see that the
ost of maintaining the asso iated lists is no larger. This is not hard, sin e all
that is needed is a single prede essor query and insertion of an element in a
sorted list of length O(log n).
The only part of the data stru ture whi h is not learly in linear spa e is
the set of asso iated lists, where elements may o ur log n times. To see that
their total length is O(n), note that there an be no more than n=2i 1 lists of
length i, sin e su h lists must have been reated in onne tion with insertion of
elements in S0 ; : : : ; Sk+1 i .

4 Final Remarks
4.1

Speedups

Updates an be sped up slightly, to time O((log n)2 = log log n), by using another
strategy, in whi h there are (log n) sets of ea h size, and only O(log n= log log n)
di erent set sizes. If the requirement of linear spa e is abandoned, substituting
van Emde Boas trees [14℄ for the BFAT data stru ture gives membership queries
in time O(log log n). The spa e usage then rises to nO(log n) .
It an be noted that the prede essor data stru ture is used in su h a way that
it essentially answers \longest ommon pre x" queries on strings of length k + 1,
where the hara ters are des ribed by the bits orresponding to sets Sk ; : : : ; S0 ,
respe tively. A plausible way of improving the query time to, say, O(log log n) is
by designing a faster data stru ture whi h an nd su h longest ommon pre xes.
4.2

Worst- ase Bounds

We gave amortized bounds. The same worst- ase bounds follow by standard
lazy rebuilding te hniques, to be sket hed below. Where the amortized insertion
algorithm would \build" Si and empty Si 1 ; : : : ; S0 , the worst- ase insertion
algorithm keeps Si 1 ; : : : ; S0 in memory and starts building Si at a pa e of
log n steps per insertion (for some suÆ iently large onstant ). Only when Si
is ompleted, we throw out the lower numbered sets.
More pre isely, we now have sets Si;j for 0  j < i  k , where jSi;j j 2
f0; 2j g. The rst index signi es that Si;j will next be ome part of a new set of
size 2i . Consider insertion number 2b d 2a , where a < b (any positive integer
an be written like this for unique integers a, b and d). At this point we start
onstru ting Sb;a from the new element and Sa;0 ; : : : ; Sa;a 1 . As the last stage of
the onstru tion, we set Sa;0 =    = Sa;a 1 = ;. Constant above an be hosen
su h that this is guaranteed to be nished before any of the sets Sa;0 ; : : : ; Sa;a 1
are to be re onstru ted. The ordering of distinguishing bits is with respe t to
primarily the rst index, se ondarily the se ond index.
Sin e we need asso iated element lists of length ((log n)2 ), we annot a ord
to use sorted lists as before (updates would be ome more expensive). Instead,
we use persistent balan ed sear h trees [6℄, whi h support updates and queries
in time O(log t) for a sequen e of trees of size at most t. One te hni ality is that
many instan es of the algorithm nding distinguishing bits have to run at the
same time and must produ e well separated bit positions. However, sin e positions are hosen one by one, this poses no problem. In addition to what is done
in the amortized ase, the worst- ase deletion algorithm inserts two elements of
S in a new di tionary. When the transfer of all elements in S is ompleted, the
new di tionary takes the pla e of the old one. Of ourse, transferred elements
may be deleted before the new di tionary takes over.

5 Con lusion
We have seen a new lookup time vs insertion time trade-o for linear spa e deterministi di tionaries. This presents progress towards losing the gap between
known upper and lower bounds. It also shows that universe redu tion te hniques
have a pla e not only in the stati setting.
The big open question is whether updates in su h a di tionary an be a ommodated in time (log n)o(1) . For example, time (log log n)O(1) would mean that
Sundar's lower bound is tight up to a polynomial. For w = (log n)O(1) this is
a hieved by the BFAT data stru ture. Thus, large word length seems to be the
main enemy, and new universe redu tion s hemes with faster updates appear a
promising approa h.
The author would like to thank Rolf Fagerberg and Jakob
Pagter for useful feedba k.
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